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US cars narrow gap

Slogans warn drivers
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Composition for International Graduate Students
A NON-CREDIT COURSE FOR IMPROVING ENGLISH WRITING SKILLS WILL BE OFFERED DURING SPRING SEMESTER. COURSE INCLUDES TUTORING OFFERED BY THE
Intensive English Language Program
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DORSII OR FEES
COME TO EDUCATION 119

You are invited to give testimony at a PUBLIC HEARING Regarding the IMPACT OF A 21 YEAR OLD DRINKING AGE Thursday, February 7, 1985 Campus Center Assembly Hall 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM Speakers may be limited to a 5 minute presentation and are encouraged to submit their comments in writing. For more information call the Campus Life Office at 457-5115 Sponsoring the Student Affairs Division: Impact on 21 Committee

Greek groups concur on cooperation
By Peter Sabulo
"The idea of a representative meeting for all fraternities is the first of its kind," said Michael Lyons, Vice President of Kappa Sigma Alpha. 

"I'm very happy about the meeting," said Rachel Bryant, President of Pi Lambda Phi. But I would rather see open meetings than a centralized council, said Michael Lyons, Vice President of Kappa Sigma Alpha. "I think it's a good idea because it will allow us to check on each other and see if we're doing things in a similar way."

Steve Gordon, President of Sigma Chi, said that the meeting was a "good start". But he added that it was "too restrictive, especially with national frats competing against local ones."

Many members of existing fraternities were concerned about the possibility of new regulations. "It's not a problem," said Steve Gordon, President of Sigma Chi. "We're not going to make any changes without a vote."

The meeting was also attended by many national fraternities. "It's a good start," said Michael Lyons, Vice President of Kappa Sigma Alpha. "But we need to work on making it more inclusive."

The meeting was sponsored by the Student Affairs Division and was held in the Commuter Lounge on February 7th.
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Now see Europe at a more reasonable rate.

With Hertz, you can see Europe from a first-class environment that truly provides you want and goes when you need it. And you always travel in comfort with Hertz's top-of-the-line cars and service.

Call Hertz at 1-800-654-3000. Because even if you're on a budget, you shouldn't have to see Europe on a pass.

The "1 Way to Rent a Car"...for a great value on Hertz rentals nationwide!

FLAHS
HAIRDESIGNERS
SUN STUDENTS SPECIALS

Precision Cut and Dry: $12.00
ZOTOS PERM: $40.00
FROSTINGS: $30.00 or up

Dental Work by Drs. Gensini and Zadnik

Eric K. Copland

Direct election of legislative leaders proposed

By J. Michael Malek

SUNY Political Science Professor Joseph Zimmerman recently proposed an amendment to the state constitution that would allow New York State residents to elect the Leaders of the Assembly and the Senate instead of the present method of election by assemblymen of the lower house and Senators of the upper house. Zimmerman presented his proposal at a recent radio interview with Gov. Mario Cuomo expressing the opinion that New York State government, "works pretty well."

After being sold off the shelf, one statesman claimed that his paper was connected with all 30 states, and the problem of "disharmony" between the Governor and the Legislative Leaders was no major problem in the case of New York. However, Cuomo is saying that New York government "stays together." Noting that the proposal comes at the end of a 25 page paper on "some real political problems," the Governor said, "I don't know how people think of his proposal." Zimmerman had the proposal which was characterized as "politically naive," said the professor.

"If the state constitution is amended, it would be very difficult to get the necessary majority in both houses. We're talking about a change to only a couple of states." Zimmerman made the proposal to Speaker Stanley Fink, saying, "It is not good enough to have allies in the legislative leader by saying, "The Leaders and Governor would have to work together."

"If it can be done, there is no reason why it can't be done," said Zimmerman. "I'm not saying we should not have enough power to do anything."

In defending the proposal, Zimmerman said, "I don't think anybody is talking about this."

"I just threw it out as a way to stimulate thought about state government," he said. "It's an idea that I don't know how people think of it."
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As long as you're 18 years old you can rent a car from Hertz. And if you're a student, you can get a discount of 15% at your school's Hertz office.
NEWS UPDATES

One million graduate

The nation has another, but one of the
13,000 baby graduates from the 1984 class
SUNY system will be the selected
to graduate from the SUNY system.

The selected will be an Orientation Assistant,
SUNY, the smallest of the 50
universities selected to graduate
throughout the year creating the same
class of 1985 as the centrally located
university.

A member of SUNY, students, faculty
and administrators have already begun the
celebration according to the Rockefeller
Center event, by displaying Veronica
Center event.

The celebration was officially launched
Thursday night with an evening reception
in New York City. Individual campuses
will honor their alumni at various occa-
sions throughout the year, and the Rockefeller
Center event.

Students deficient

Of the 1,385 University of North
Carolina students who took a geography test,
more than 99 percent failed. The results
announced the state's population grew
reached the milestone.

"This was not the result we expected," said
Chair of the geography department at the
University.

"Fewer than half of the 1,875 students
know that Alaska and Texas are our two
largest states, and only about one in every
five know that Boise State and Boise
are the smallest," said Richard J. Kopec,
Chair of the geography department at the
University.

A similar test designed by The New
York Times and scored 13 years ago. At the
time, the paper called the results "appalling." Kopec said today's
students estimated the state's population
was up four points to 373, nearly
one hundred points below the national
mean of 426, this is 84
points below the national mean of 426, but
students went up four points to 373, nearly
one hundred points below the national
mean of 426, but

The celebration was officially launched
Thursday night with an evening reception
in New York City. Individual campuses
will honor their alumni at various occa-
sions throughout the year, and the Rockefeller
Center event.

Stomplistics win

The winners of last Friday's Telethon
concluded their.a and won a double sided single
of the six band competition, The
Stomplistics, and National Churches.
Telethon Talent Co-Chair.

"Which will go directly to the charities."

The celebration was officially launched
Thursday night with an evening reception
in New York City. Individual campuses
will honor their alumni at various occa-
sions throughout the year, and the Rockefeller
Center event.

Stomplistics won a double sided single
of the six band competition, The
Stomplistics, and National Churches.
Telethon Talent Co-Chair. As the winners
were judged second and third, we know
who, but one or the

Summertime Photobooth

Contact Erica at 457-8867 or stop by CC 305.

SUMMER STUDENT STAFF POSITIONS

SUMMER PLANNING

CONFERENCE 1985

Applications: Available in AD 129
DEADLINE - Friday, February 15, 1985 - 5:00 p.m.

Summer Planning Conference (SPC) provides an introduction to the University, faculty, staff
and students for our entering freshman, transfers and their parents. It is time for new students to begin
to develop new friendships, receive academic advisement and register for classes. We seek highly
qualified applicants for group leader, and office positions. If you have established a successful record
as a leader, participant, and capable student and if you have an interest in a demanding, but most
rewarding summer employment experience, please read on.

POSITIONS
Orientation Assistants (O.A.), Student Assistants (S.A.)

ELIGIBILITY
Undergraduates who will be enrolled at SUNYA in the Fall Semester 1985.

QUALIFICATIONS
O.A. - excellent communication and leadership skills, ability to build rapport quickly, good knowledge of SUNYA
S.A. - strong interpersonal and organizational skills, office experience, clerical, computer skills desirable.

TIME COMMITMENT
Approx. June 1 - August 10, 1985

REMUNERATION
Salary plus room and some weekday meals

"This work will give our experience to
return to SUNY Albany as full
our educational system, but to find
our educational system, but to find

Don't Walk Alone

Volunteer Escort

LETTER OF APPLICATION AND RESUME

S.A. - strong interpersonal and organizational skills; office experience, clerical, computer skills desirable.
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EDITORIAL
Nothing much

We found this ad lying around the ASP office.

WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN YOU REGISTER WITH SELECTIVE SERVICE?

NOTHING. Really? Then why have an estimated 500,000 men and women of the draft?

Maybe they recognize that something does happen when you register. You're not just being warned that you're liable; you're giving the government a right to make sure you're in good health, to know where you are at all times, and to take the decision of whether you want to serve your country or not away from you.

Andrew Mager didn't want to let the government decide for him. He was a candidate for registration. He registered. He was active in the movement against the war. When he was drafted, he went to law school. He refused to serve. The government didn't have the right to make him go. He didn't have to serve. He didn't want to serve.

The government would like you to forget that, that you had a right to make your choice to refuse to serve. That's the purpose of this ad. It's to make you think that there's nothing much happening right now, that you don't have a choice in the matter of whether you'll serve or not, that the government has that right.

Maybe you registered because you thought it was a good idea to have a choice. Maybe you registered because you wanted to have a chance to decide for yourself.

The government doesn't want you to think too much about it. They don't want you to think about your rights. They want you to think about their power. They want you to think about what they can do with that power.

The government wants you to think that there's nothing much happening right now, that you don't have a choice. They want you to think that they're the ones who make the decisions, that you don't have a voice in this. They want you to think that they're the ones who have the power, that you're the ones who have to obey.

But you do have a choice. You can say no to the war. You can say no to the government. You can say yes to yourself. You can say yes to your sense of justice, your sense of fairness, your sense of right. You can say yes to your own values, your own beliefs, your own principles.

And you do have a voice. You can express your opinion. You can express your dissent. You can express your refusal to serve. You can express your desire to help those who need it.

The government doesn't want you to think about that. They don't want you to think about your own voice. They want you to think about theirs. They want you to think about their power. They want you to think about their control.

But you can think about it. You can think about your own voice. You can think about your own power. You can think about your own control. You can think about your own choice.

And you can make that choice. You can make the decision to serve. You can make the decision to refuse. You can make the decision to help. You can make the decision to be free.

The government wants you to think that there's nothing much happening right now, that you don't have a choice. They want you to think that they have the power. They want you to think that you have to obey.

But you can think differently. You can think about your own power. You can think about your own choice. You can think about your own voice.

And you can make that choice. You can make the decision to serve. You can make the decision to refuse. You can make the decision to help. You can make the decision to be free.
SENIORS WHO HAVEN'T BEEN PHOTOGRAPHED YET

COME UP TO CAMPUS CENTER 305 AND GET SHOT!!!!!

prices: $8.00 for the sitting

Yes Seniors, if you would like your picture to appear in your YEARBOOK now's the time to do it!!

SIGN-UP NOW AT THE CAMPUS CENTER 305

Sittings start February 11

SA FUNDED

SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS
Draft resister

influenced statements indicating their sup­port of Mager's actions stating, "we under­stand that if you showed up again, Paul Pearce, a Viet Nam veteran himself and a member of Upstate Resistance, the organizers of the candlelight vigil, said that if any violence occurs it will not be on the part of the pro­testers as they are pacifists."

Many of those present at the trial were among the 2500 who had signed a "trial solidarity statement" indicating their sup­port of Mager's actions stating, "as unin­dicted co-defendants we ask that if you convic­t Mager, you convict all of us..." The voices of Mager's supporters rose in song, in refu­sal of Munson's orders, to the tune of "Can't Kill the Spirit." As their voices fell to a whisper, a calm Andy Mager turned to comfort his tearful supporters.

Where Is This Man Taking This Fish?

At the ASP interest meeting, Wed. Feb 6, at 7:30 in LC 5!
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Lally: The Kilgore Trout Years
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BOSTON

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9

$15.00 ROUND TRIP

LUXURIOUS COACH BUSES

LEAVE CIRCLE AT 7 AM

LEAVE BOSTON AT 8 PM

TICKETS SOLD IN CC LOBBY 2-4 to 2-8

...bring a friend to the "Duchess" on Fridays and receive a 10% discount for two servings from 5-8 PM.

The ALTERNATIVE is now open and it's better than ever!

The FOOD CO-OP

WITH

FRESH BAGELS! WITH CONDIMENTS!
GREAT MIXES! WITH COLD JUICES!
PRODUCE! WITH YOGURTS!
DAIRY! CHEESE!
FREIHOFERS! TOFU!
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

NOW ACCEPTING CHECKS OVER $10.00 DURING NON RUSH HOURS
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At the Dutchess

Thursday, February 7

Shows at 7 PM & 9 PM

Don't miss NYC's finest comedians

In a terrific night club atmosphere — food and drink available — Bring your friends and have the laugh of your life

Tickets only $3 in the SA contact office

Co-sponsored by UAS & SA

We're working for you!
By Sarah V. Schuss

Momentum is building for the currently undefeated Albany State gymnasts. On Thursday, they went on the road Thursday night and defeated the University of Connecticut by a score of 154-145.5. The score was derived from five events: floor exercise, vault, balance beam, uneven parallel bars, and beam. Albany's floor team, led by Diane Fallken, scored 55.84 and placed second place, with UConn's floor team scoring 56.89 and placing first with a 90.55 team total. Gymnast Kenton Charles scored 9.375 on the floor, earning first place on the floor. In vaulting, Albany's Carol Bart of New Paltz also led the pack with a score of 9.375, placing first on the vault. In balance beam, Albany's Diane Fallken (9.437) and UConn's Valin Lindgren scored 9.5, placing first and second respectively. In the uneven bars, UConn's Dominica Housak scored a 9.412, placing first, while Albany's Diane Fallken scored 9.41, placing second. In beam, UConn's Mary Jo Mazzini placed first with a 9.525, while Albany's Diane Fallken placed second with a 9.437. The team totals were as follows: UConn 154.925, Albany 151.725, UMass 148.950, and Iona 146.725.

University Auxiliary Services

Recipe Night in your Quad Cafeteria

Wed. Feb. 6 Dinner Only
Alumni Quad - Susan's Chicken by Margaret Ludwick
Quinn Hall - Mrs. Miller's Chicken by Lorraine Miller
Quinn Hall - Taco Chicken by Susan Flamenhaft
Dutch Quad Kosher - Mrs. Leffler's Chicken Cutlets by Etta Leffler
State Quad - Susan's Chicken by Margot Lotvack

Dutch Quad - Taco Chicken by Susan Flamenhaft

Cultural Activities

Language being accepted

English
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Swedish
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**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**Women swimmers**

When facing a team like Cortland, which is a top half of the SUNYAC women’s swimming and diving team, the Albany swim team is looking for its first win. The Danes were hoping for a strong showing in their first meet of the season.

**Ritchburg is third**

Dave Richburg, an Albany State basketball player, placed third in the 1500-meter race at the Dave Schenker Invitational Track Meet at Ithaca College. The Danes’ time was 4:29.15.

**Upcoming events**

The Danes will have events in the near future. On Friday, the Danes will face Hamilton College. On Saturday, they will face Union College. Both events will be held at the University of Vermont at 4:00 p.m. in the Colosseum University gym.

**Women tracksters successful at Union co-ed track meet**

The women’s indoor track team is coming back strong. Donna Burnham is proving to be the bright spot for the Danes in the field. She not only scored a personal record in the 400-meter race, but also scored in the 200-meter race. Against Hamilton, the Danes shot 49 percent from the floor, was four for five from the free throw line, and had a positive 3-1 record.

**Women swimmers successful in meet**

In a recent meet, the women’s swimming team scored 135 points against Hamilton College. The Danes scored 125 points against Utica College in their last meet. Against Hamilton, the Danes scored 125 points. Against Utica, the Danes scored 110 points.
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Lauretta Cappiello, an Albany State basketball player, placed third in the 1500-meter race at the Dave Schenker Invitational Track Meet at Ithaca College. The Danes’ time was 4:29.15.

**Upcoming events**

The Danes will have events in the near future. On Friday, the Danes will face Hamilton College. On Saturday, they will face Union College. Both events will be held at the University of Vermont at 4:00 p.m. in the Colosseum University gym.
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Dane grapplers nipped by number-one ranked Ithaca
By Donna Altman

Men swimmers lose, but Vardy makes NCAAs

Two more for the Danes

Men swimmers lose, but Vardy makes NCAAs
By Donna Altman

After a six-year drought, the men's swimming team defeated arch-rival Ithaca, 212-210, in the Danes' first meeting with the Big Red since 1977.

The meet was the first NCAA selection meet for the Danes, and the men's team was determined to prove itself against the nation's top team.

Despite the loss, the Danes were encouraged by their performance.
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The meet was the first NCAA selection meet for the Danes, and the men's team was determined to prove itself against the nation's top team.

Despite the loss, the Danes were encouraged by their performance.
Avoid the Christmas Rush

S
omebody told me that Santa Claus had sent a letter to Santa Claus of the same name. I was surprised when he replied. He had been busy with his duties as a top salesman for Christmas Mall Stores. He was on a tight schedule of delivering presents to children around the world. His work was exhausting and demanding, but he loved it. He had always wanted to be a Santa Claus and now he was finally living his dream.

Ian Spelling

In general, most of the film reviewers nowadays seem to be very critical of the movie. They say it's a disaster, a flop, a failure. But I think it's a great movie. It has heart, it has soul, it has substance. It's a very moving film. I think it's a film that deserves to be seen by as many people as possible.

American Guitar

by Jim Utterman

It's a very enjoyable and entertaining film. The acting is superb, the direction is excellent, and the music is wonderful. I would highly recommend it to anyone who appreciates good films.

European Rock

by Paul Rosenthal

I'm not sure it's a great film, but it's certainly a good one. It's a film that I enjoyed watching and it made me laugh. I think it's a film that deserves to be seen by as many people as possible.

Coast to Coast

In the past, this column has focused on the music of the sixties and seventies. But this year, I've decided to broaden my scope and include the music of the eighties and nineties. I've been doing some research and I've found that the music of this period is just as interesting and enjoyable as the music of the past. I think it's important to keep an open mind and to appreciate all types of music.
WE WANT YOU IN OUR CENTERFOLD!!

TURN US ON with innovative and provocative ideas for upcoming ASPECTS centerfolds — in-depth feature writing, essays, fiction, poetry or whatever, done creatively, the ASPECTS way.

Call David, Rina or Loren at 457-3322, or stop in and see up in Campus Center 332 anytime!